
I am Rob will make it better know, that's what I do.

Not going to talk about my grip and take away, but I'd make a short video because even though it's a sunny
day Blue Sky, nice.

Breeze.

I'm so tired.

I can hold it down.

But I figured I'd go outside and do this instead of Endor to go.

See what's more fun.

So, the first thing I want to mention is that you need to pick a grip, I use the jumbo size here.

And I use Lead grip tape.

I talk to my members and advise them to use jumbo grips or to place more golf tape to increase the size of the
grip.

of different sizes.

And in a task is on one Club until you get it right for your hands have a hole.

It's very simple and straightforward.

I put it inside of my hand.

I wrap my foam around the shaft.

That's what I do.

Now, what people be, teaching it to put the time on the shop, that causes a lot of problems.

But you know, in the tanker by and in the dance way, so you wrap it around the shaft, you know, like you
would hold a hammer and all the tools they typically weigh in on the.

shop.

You know what that's about.

That's my grip.

Just, you know, experiments, what kind of size of the group you need? Because if you try this with Norma,
golf club with the stain samples.

They won't feel good.

And you know that most people don't pay attention to what I said because I'm very specific about what I talk
about.



It would take a few weeks for you to get used to this crib.

But everybody is seeing on my YouTube channel, that uses group.

Are pickled grapes? Alright, so that's out of the way.

I don't want to be smoking.

A lot of here.

Get to the point at this building.

A scale in the world is to think you can learn to change.

Just wait while you swing it.

You can't contact.

Special piece of crap in a call so I can go.

I wish it was a revolution alongside the great for golfers.

It makes it easier than these names of golf is more fun and enjoyable.

Is that all, you know, you going to hang around, you know, Torres.

Go for him too or YouTube you can see everything off.

It's not the point.

I told you do.

You can move your arms like that.

You have to do this, Daniel it for about three weeks.

Because your first instinct is going to be this can't be correct this month because it would feel wrong.

Most likely, the one member he tried to swing and I said, you know, you're inside, take away.

You need to fix that.

And I told him to do this and he didn't do it because what he was trying to do with the movies about and
doing this without the job.

That was what was wrong.

Current temperature in Gulf Gate.

You is this.

Keep your arms do with arms like that? Keep your body still for a while.



Maybe we could do a brief.

You can dance this.

When you do leave this, you can raise her arms a little bit.

Let him go up.

Are you will find that your nephew wants to go up and you going to Liam to the last little bit and sit down on
the right? If the right here, right? His only need to do.

is to lift your arms and all this Bond action will happen naturally.

People doing this, that's a lift your arm lift him off about it.

And my body was trying to support the action.

That's not your body mechanic and no one in.

Go off.

No scientist don't like truck.

And I can't see or, you know, anyone teaching a gate.

So they haven't discovered is they can teach you because they don't understand it.

So that's the whole yes, but you have to understand.

You have to drain the practices without the cloud for.

If you use a club you like to introduce your old habits.

You have to do this without the proper about 3 weeks, maybe even more, then you can take a club and do the
same thing.

Keep your body still.

And then, if that works, I'll probably check on video.

Then you can introduce a bowl to do the same thing.

And most people, that's when they start, you know, what your old habits massage at what you do.

If you go back to you without the top again.

I repeat that.

I am supposed to be there.

Oh, yeah, and I'm not supposed to do, you know, all this inside chip.

A lot of people teach you on the inside like in the microwave.



If you fall in love him more than golf instruction like this.

It sounds like a lot of that.

You keep your left arm straight.

I had a wedding to take away.

What happened with Irma take away and keep a laptop, but I want you to keep on that.

Those places.

I want to push to the right.

I don't want to lose my balance.

I'm going to start doing that.

Is that the money Cycle Works? Because he tested the guys receive here on YouTube channel.

A guy said, using my grip was using my takeaway.

And Halls.

What's Opelousas? My downswings mechanic.

That's means that he is the only one in golf history that actress swings without compensation.

Don't do that.

And I think it was definitely never could do that discover.

You know, that you could swing, I have it.

No one else does.

So thank you for watching this compressor.

Because I don't want to spend a lot of time talkin.

I'm tired enough.

And I want to be I texted we decided.

Yes, you do rest in my sofa.

This is one of the things when you have a energy deficient disorder, light can be as I have.

I mean, I can't play golf anymore because I'm taking it too much for me to play and I'm glad but here's the
funny thing I can teach you.

It works, but you have to follow his tracks going to be if you don't pay attention to what I have to do today.



So what did I say? Keep it? Otherwise it will work.

and the number of weeks went to the range and started to start doing things bad enough because it's supposed
to any swing had improved when he was fucking happen.

But you know, he wrote down every day.

Happy Falcon.

Let's have.

And now we got to the point where he started to feel like he's making progress and he's like Holy Ship, take
off about it.

I'm teaching you at work.

I'll give you 40 to bullshit.

Let me do a lot of mom and golf.

Now the golf Houston 420 years.

And you can listen to that shit and struggle for the rest of your life of golf.

Only can listen to what I say and learn what actually works.

Joyce Jimenez.

I got to make it better.


